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Sınıfı / No: .........................................

Reading
Hi! I’m Lucy. People say that I’m
a sensitive person.
I get up early in the morning and
do yoga every
day. Later, I spend most of my
time on online music
applications. I think music is the
language of love
and everyone can understand it.
It brings everyone
together. It makes the world a
peaceful place. The
music types that interest me are
jazz, opera and
classical music. I sometimes list
en to rock and heavy
metal, too, but I don’t like pop
music. I think people
do this kind of music only for mon
ey. I can’t stand
the ridiculous clothes those pop
ular musicians wear
on the stage. I don’t think that’s
impressive.

Test
1. How often does Lucy do yoga?
A) Once a month

B) Twice a week

C) Every morning

D) Never

3. Which of the following is correct about
Lucy’s personality?
A) She is always realistic.
B) She cares about feelings.
C) She isn’t a caring person.

UNIT 2

D) She likes arguing with other people.
2. Which of the following concert tickets is
NOT a good birthday present for Lucy?
A)

pop
Daniel
Richboy

B)

Mozart

music

Concert
Ticket

classical
music

Concert
Ticket

4. Which of the following is NOT a reason why
Lucy likes music?
A) World becomes a better place with music.
B) Everyone can understand it.
C) It is a very good job to make money.
D) It is a way of showing love.

C)

jazz
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Jazz
Adams

D) Metallic Tunes

Concert
Ticket

metal
music

Concert
Ticket

5. Lucy - - - - jazz to rock music.
Which of the following fills in the blank in the
sentence above?
A) prefers

B) can’t stand

C) enjoys

D) ikes
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music

Writing
EXERCISE 1A: Write a paragraph about your character, daily activities and music preferences like Lucy.
Make sure your paragraph includes the answers of the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. What is your favourite music type?
7. What are the other music types you like?
8. Why do you prefer those types of music?
9. Which music types do you dislike?
10. Why do you dislike them?

What is your name?
What do people say about your personality?
What activities do you do regularly?
How often do you do those activities?
How often do you listen to music?

																
Hi! My name is
. People say that I’m a
person.
																
Suggested answer (Answers may vary): I go jogging twice a week and I go swimming once a month. I
																
like music. I listen to music everyday. My favourite music type is pop music but I also like tecno. I prefer
																
these music types because they are fun and trendy. I can’t stand beatbox. I think it is ridiculous. I think
																
good music should have musical instruments.
																
																
																
																
																
EXERCISE 1B: Now let’s talk about your fashion preferences. Look at the pictures below. What do you
think about their understanding of fashion? Write short comments. Try to use the words in the box in your
comments:

y

Jud

Joel

Suggested answer (Answers may
vary): Joel prefers casual clothes and
his clothes are very trendy. I think
this is impressive.

Casual
Trendy
Ridiculous
Unbearable

Suggested answer (Answers may
vary): I think Judy is a snob. Animals
die for these coats and I think this
is unbearable. Only selfish and
arrogant people wear them.

Impressive
Colorful
Jay

Mike

Suggested answer (Answers may
vary): Mike and Jay wear colorful
clothes. I have a different style, but I
like them, too.

Edwin

Suggested answer (Answers may
vary): Edwin’s eyeglasses are
ridiculous. I dislike them.
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Snob

